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a b s t r a c t
Parts I, II, III and IV presented the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation in the framework of Reissner’s Mixed
Variational Theorem. Layerwise theories, mixed higher order shear deformation theories and zig-zag
models were introduced. In all these types of theories the displacement variables and out-of-plane stresses are independently treated and different orders of expansion for the different unknowns can be chosen. All the possible 16 theories are generated by expanding 13 invariant fundamental nuclei.
The relative orders used for the expansion of the stresses and displacements are important and can be
the source of numerical instabilities. How the instabilities are eliminated is discussed. In the case of layerwise theories and the examined problems, it is shown that there is no numerical instability if the order
of displacement uz is the same as the order of stress rzz .
New light is also shed on the mixed equivalent single layer theories. It is shown that the poor representation of the a priori calculated transverse stresses is due to the above mentioned numerical instabilities and not only to the insufﬁcient representation of the effects of rzz .
Finally, for the mixed case, it is demonstrated that the addition of Murakami’z zig-zag function (MZZF)
is convenient but this is not a general property, as was believed in the literature before this work. The
convenience of the addition of MZZF is linked to the relative orders of the starting theory that is being
improved with the zig-zag term. Several new layerwise and equivalent single layer theories are introduced for the ﬁrst time in the literature and an assessment is given with new cases compared against
the elasticity solution.
Ó 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
1.1. Why the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation?
A modern approach for the analysis of multilayered plates
should have the main following properties:
 Property #1
The functions representing the displacements ux ; uy and uz and
the out-of-plane stresses rzx ; rzy and rzz have to be continuous
along the thickness direction. This property would then guarantee the compatibility of the displacements and the interlaminar
equilibrium of the transverse stresses. Usually, the ‘‘classical”
theories satisfy only some of the requirements of property #1.
For example, classical plate theory (CPT) (see [1]) or ﬁrst order
shear deformation (FSDT) theories (see for example [2–4]) are
displacement-based approaches, which satisfy the requirements
relative to the continuity of the displacements along the thickness. However, the classical approaches do not model the trans* Tel.: +1 619 594 3752; fax: +1 619 594 6005.
E-mail address: ldemasi@mail.sdsu.edu

verse stresses and their continuity is not imposed a priori. Here
what is referred as property # 1 is known in the literature as C z0
requirements (see Ref. [5]). Plate theories based on Reissner’s
mixed variational theorem (see Refs. [6–8]) assume a displacement and a transverse stress ﬁelds. Therefore, the modeling of
the stresses rzx ; rzy and rzz can be properly performed to satisfy,
a priori, all the C z0 requirements. The Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation introduced in [9] and extended to the mixed case in Parts
I, II, III and IV (see [10–13]) allows the user to satisfy, a priori, all
the above mentioned requirements.
 Property #2
A single software and theoretical formulation should be able to
allow the user to run a large variety of models up to the limit of
inﬁnite possible combinations. The user should be able to analyze each new engineering problem by adopting simple and
computationally inexpensive models (for example, equivalent
single layer models), or more accurate models such as zig-zag
theories (for instance, see Ref. [14] and other works cited in Part
IV) or by using even more reﬁned models such as layerwise formulations (see for example, [15,16]). A new problem is usually
‘‘unknown” in the behavior and the level of accuracy required
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to capture it. A tool capable to explore all the possible models is
then of fundamental importance. For instance, stochastic [17]
analysis usually requires running a large amount of simulations,
and it may be necessary to have a very fast FEM software. It may
then be acceptable to have models that are relatively less accurate but computationally inexpensive. Similar situation could be
found in optimization problems in which several numerical simulations are needed. But in some situations a more accurate
model is required. For example, in a delamination problem the
model must take into account local effects. This is also the case
in composites with high transverse anisotropy or tick plates or
complex geometries and localized loads. A FEM software based
on the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation allows this freedom.
The user can, in fact, decide to run a layerwise model or a zigzag model or a less advanced theory without any effort. This is
possible only because with the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation
all the possible different types of theories (e.g., layerwise or
higher order shear deformation theories) are formally obtained
by expansion of the same invariant kernels introduced in Part I
for Reissner’s mixed variational theorem case and in Ref. [9]
for the theories based on the principle of virtual displacements.
 Property #3
The user should be free to adopt any order for the expansion of
the displacements and stresses along the thickness. Thus, the
user should be free to choose the number of Degrees of Freedom1
used in a particular FEM model. This is important because in some
problems only a few DOFs are really necessary (this is, for example,
the case in thin isotropic plates). However, in other problems it is
necessary to include the effect of the transverse stress and strain.
Thus, the orders used in the expansion of the displacement uz
and stress rzz have to be increased. A software based on the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation allows this possibility. Any order of
expansion can be studied without the necessity of formulating a
new theory or writing of the corresponding FEM code.
The Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation is then a modern software
tool for the analysis of plates and shells. Most of the models presented in the literature can be simulated with GUF. For example,
a particular thickness function can be adopted for displacements
and a different function can be used for the stresses. This is only
a formal change in a code based on GUF which can be included
without efforts or, more importantly, reformulating the theory.
Therefore, no new derivations and no new expressions of the
matrices are required. The main concepts of the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation for displacement-based theories is reported in
Fig. 1. The case of RMVT-based theories is reported in Fig. 2.
1.2. What are the new contributions of this work
Parts I, II, III and IV dealt with the theoretical aspects of the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation for the cases of mixed layerwise and
mixed equivalent single layer models. How all the theories are generated was explained in detail. This work focuses on the numerical
performances of several classes and types of theories. In particular,
a detailed study about the orders used for the expansions of the
different variables, in the framework of Reissner’s Mixed Variational Theorem, is presented for the ﬁrst time in the literature. In
the layerwise case, it is demonstrated that the relative orders used
for the expansion of the stresses and displacements may, in some
cases, lead to numerical instabilities (oscillations). In the cases analyzed in this paper, it is demonstrated that the numerical instabil1
The total number of DOFs depends on the mesh used to discretize the geometry
and the terms used in the thickness expansion. So, for a given mesh the total number
of DOFs is highly inﬂuenced by the type of theory.

ities disappear when the order used for the stress rzz is the same as
the order used for the out-of-plane displacement uz . The generality
of this statement should be demonstrated and will be the focus of
future works. The mixed equivalent single layers models (e.g.,
mixed higher order shear deformation theories) have a layerwise
description of the stresses and an equivalent single layer description of the displacements. This implies that if the same orders
are used for all the unknowns then the stresses have an intrinsic
higher order in comparison to the orders used for the displacements. This fact and the above mentioned numerical properties
of the layerwise theories put the poor results of the a priori outof-plane stresses in the equivalent single layer cases that were
found in the literature (see Ref. [18]) in a more general perspective.
In particular, Ref. [18] discusses the inaccuracy of the transverse
stress rzz when calculated a priori and when mixed equivalent single layer theories are used. It correctly states:
‘‘The fundamental limitation of any equivalent single layer theories to accurately describe rzz and related effects (as it is established by Koiter’s2 recommendation) it is conﬁrmed.”
The present study complements and integrates that conclusion.
In particular, it will be shown that the poor approximation for that
case is also due to the relative orders used for the stresses and displacements. The results are in fact improved when the orders of
the stresses are reduced with respect to the orders used for the
displacements.
This work also sheds more light on the mixed zig-zag theories
presented in the literature. For example, Refs. [20,21] discuss the
use of Murakami’s zig-zag function (see Ref. [14]) for the improvements of equivalent single layer mixed theories. These references
analyze the case in which the orders of the stresses and displacements are not free to vary, as done in this work. They conclude
then that adding Murakami’s zig-zag function is always beneﬁcial
and the results are improved. The present work will show that this
statement is true but not in all cases. In certain situations, if the
starting equivalent single layer theory has a particular combination
of orders used for the expansions of the stresses and displacements, Murakami’s zig-zag function can introduce numerical problems. Guidelines on this issue will be provided.
The paper also focuses attention to new test cases and presents
several new benchmarks in which the elasticity solution (see Ref.
[22] for theoretical details) is compared against tens of new
theories.
2. Analyzed cases
The following non-dimensional quantities are introduced:
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^ x and r
^ zx are calculated
k ¼ 1 identiﬁes the bottom layer identity; u
^ y and r
^ zy are calculated at x ¼ a=2; y ¼
at x ¼ 0; y ¼ b=2; u
^z ; r
^ xx ; r
^ yy and r
^ zz are calculated at x ¼ a=2; y ¼ b=2 and r
^ xy is
0; u
calculated at x ¼ y ¼ 0.
2.1. Test case 1
It is a structure with two layers (see Fig. 3). The material properties are not intended to be of a practical utility. However, the
2
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Fig. 1. Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation in the case of displacement-based theories.

chosen values are signiﬁcant to show the differences between the
theories. Simply supported boundary conditions are considered.
Thick plates ða=h ¼ 4Þ are analyzed. In all cases b ¼ a. In this test
case there is no symmetry with respect to the plane z ¼ 0.
2.2. Test case 2
The structure is a three-layered plate (see Fig. 4). As for test case
1, the plate is simply supported and the load is a sinusoidal pressure applied at the top surface of the plate ðm ¼ n ¼ 1Þ. The material properties are not intended to be of a practical utility.
3. First type of theories: the layerwise case
16 different layerwise theories can be generated. To assess the
numerical performances of the theories, the theories are divided in
groups: class of theories.

3.1. Class of theories with orders of the stresses higher than orders of
the displacements
Consider a class of theories, named class I, with the following
properties:

Nux ¼ Nuy ¼ N uz
Nsx ¼ Nsy ¼ Nsz

ð2Þ

N sx > N u x
Using the notation introduced in Part II, theory LM444
333 is included in
class I. Fig. 5 shows the comparison between theories LM222
222 ;
444
666
LM333
222 ; LM222 and LM444 and the elasticity solution (Exact 3D).
Increasing the order of only the stresses does not improve the
approximation of the displacements (compare, for example, theo333
ries LM222
222 and LM222 ). Only when the orders of the displacements
are increased as well is when the axiomatic theories converge to
the correct value (theory LM666
444 ). Similar comments are valid for
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Fig. 2. Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation in the case of mixed theories based on RMVT.

^ xx (see Fig. 6). The out-of-plane shear stress r
^ zx ,
the in-plane stress r
calculated by using classical form of Hooke’s law (CFHL), is plotted
in Fig. 7. The integration of the indeﬁnite equilibrium equations has
been proven very effective (see Fig. 8). When the same stress is
calculated a priori (see Fig. 9) numerical oscillations occur. The results are then less accurate than the case in which the indeﬁnite
equilibrium equations are integrated. It is important to notice that
the oscillations disappear when the convergence is reached and
the orders are different (see theory LM666
444 in Fig. 9). The numerical
^ zz is similar (see Figs.
behavior of the transverse normal stress r
10–12).

3.2. Class of theories with orders of the stresses lower than orders of
the displacements
Consider a class of theories, named class II, with the following
properties:

Nux ¼ Nuy ¼ Nuz
Nsx ¼ Nsy ¼ N sz

ð3Þ

Nsx < Nux
Using the notation introduced in Part II, theory LM333
444 is included in
class II. The theories of this class presented serious convergence
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Fig. 3. Test case 1.

Fig. 4. Test case 2.

problems. Even very high order theories introduce oscillations.
These oscillations are reduced in magnitude in high order theories.
However, the results are not acceptable. In fact, a FEM code would
be computationally too expensive and the results would not be of
high quality as expected from a layerwise theory. This problem is
mainly present in the displacements and less in the out-of-plane
stresses calculated a priori. These problems are shown in Figs. 13
666
888
and 14 for theories LM555
666 ; LM777 and LM999 .
3.3. Class of theories with N ux ¼ N uy ; N sx ¼ N sy
Considering that we are developing plate theories, it is reasonable to choose the same orders for the in-plane displacements ux
and uy . Similarly, it is reasonable to choose the order of the stress

rzx to be the same as the order of the stress rzy . This is the reason
for introducing a class of theories, named class III, with the following properties:

N ux ¼ N uy
N sx ¼ N sy

ð4Þ

N sx > N u x
Using the notation introduced in Part II, theory LM665
443 is included in
class III. Higher order theories are analyzed to study if oscillations
occur. Eq. 4 includes, as a particular case, class I of theories.
77N
To begin, consider the subclass theories: LM44Nsuzz . That is,
N ux ¼ N uy ¼ 4 and N sx ¼ N sy ¼ 7 are kept ﬁxed and the effect
of the orders used for the out-of-plane normal stress and
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^ z : comparison
Fig. 5. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
333
444
666
between the exact 3D and LM222
222 ; LM222 ; LM222 and LM444 theories (class I). a=h ¼
4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zx : comparison
Fig. 7. Test case 1. Non-dimensional out-of-plane shear stress r
333
444
666
between the exact 3D and LM222
222 ; LM222 ; LM222 and LM444 theories (class I).
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ xx : comparison
Fig. 6. Test case 1. Non-dimensional in-plane normal stress r
333
444
666
between the exact 3D and LM222
222 ; LM222 ; LM222 and LM444 theories (class I). a=h ¼
4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zx : comparison
Fig. 8. Test case 1. Non-dimensional out-of-plane shear stress r
333
444
666
between the exact 3D and LM222
222 ; LM222 ; LM222 and LM444 theories (class I).
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

displacement
is
studied.
Comparisons
of
theories
774
775
777
779
LM772
442 ; LM444 ; LM445 ; LM447 and LM449 (see Table 1) show that there
are no oscillations. Now cases in which N uz 6¼ N sz are analyzed. In
the case of N uz < N sz (Figs. 15–17) there are oscillations but they
disappear when the convergence is reached.
In the case of N uz > N sz (Figs. 18–20) there are oscillations and
the problem is severe.
Now another class of theories, named class IV is introduced with
the following properties:

N ux ¼ Nuy
N sx ¼ Nsy

ð5Þ

N sx < Nux
To study class IV, consider the following subclass of theories:
44N
LM77Nsuzz . When N uz ¼ N sz the case does not present oscillations (Table 2). If Nuz < N sz , oscillations only in the out-of-plane normal
stress may be found (see Fig. 21). The case in which N uz > N sz presents oscillations of the displacements (the stresses calculated a priori are ﬁne) (see Fig. 22).

3.4. Class of theories with generic order of expansion
Here class V of theories is introduced. In this class the orders of
564
expansion are general. Comparisons of theories LM564
345 ; LM344 and
564
LM568
(Figs.
23
and
24)
show
that
theory
LM
presents
oscilla343
345
tions of the out-of-plane displacement. Moreover, theory LM568
343
shows oscillations of the out-of-plane normal stress. On the contrary, theory LM564
344 (which has the property of N uz ¼ N sz ) does
not show any oscillations. The case with thin plates (larger a=h ratio) shows similar behaviors of the displacements and stresses, and
the discussion is omitted for brevity.
3.5. Layerwise case: conclusion
These examples have shown the main property that is valid for
layerwise theories: if the order of the out-of-plane displacement uz
is the same as the order used for the out-of-plane stress rzz then
there are no oscillations in neither the stresses nor in the displacements. If the orders used for the stresses are higher than the ones
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^ zx : comparison
Fig. 9. Test case 1. Non-dimensional out-of-plane shear stress r
333
444
666
between the exact 3D and LM222
222 ; LM222 ; LM222 and LM444 theories (class I).
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison
Fig. 10. Test case 1. Non-dimensional out-of-plane normal stress r
333
444
666
between the exact 3D and LM222
222 ; LM222 ; LM222 and LM444 theories (class I).
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

used for the displacements then the oscillations are possible but
less severe than the case in which the order of the displacements
is higher. The generality of these statements should be proved with
more tests involving different material properties and geometry
and boundary conditions (FEM approach). The author plans to
investigate more of these topics in future works.
4. Second type of theories: equivalent single layer (ESL) case
without Murakami’s zig-zag function (MZZF)
In both Reissner’s mixed variational theorem-based higher order shear deformation theories (RHSDT) and quasi-layerwise Reissner’s mixed variational theorem-based higher order shear
deformation theories (QLRHSDT) the out-of-plane stresses have a
layerwise description. In RHSDT, the stresses are eliminated using
the static condensation technique and in one QLRHSDT the stresses
are not eliminated. It is immediately understood that in the case of
multilayered composite structures, even if the orders of the stresses are the same as the orders of the displacements, the stresses

7

^ zz : comparison
Fig. 11. Test case 1. Non-dimensional out-of-plane normal stress r
333
444
666
between the exact 3D and LM222
222 ; LM222 ; LM222 and LM444 theories (class I).
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison
Fig. 12. Test case 1. Non-dimensional out-of-plane normal stress r
333
444
666
between the exact 3D and LM222
222 ; LM222 ; LM222 and LM444 theories (class I).
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

present an intrinsic higher order description with respect to the
displacements. For example, consider theory3 EMC333
333 . It has cubic
order for the displacements and stresses. However, for the stresses
(which have a layerwise description) each layer has cubic order. It
is then expected that theory EMC333
333 behaves as theories of class I
introduced in the pure layerwise case. Therefore, oscillations of the
stresses when calculated a priori can be expected. To prove this, consider again test case 1. The out-of-plane displacement and stresses
are plotted in Figs. 25–28. The following are observed:
 Even the case where N ux ¼ N uy ¼ N uz ¼ N sx ¼ N sy ¼ N sz presents
oscillations. This does not happen when layerwise theories are
considered. The reason is that here the displacements have an
ESL description. Therefore, in a multilayered structure the orders
of the stresses rzx ; rzy and rzz are higher than the orders of the
displacements, and this creates oscillations (see class I of theo-

3
Notice that theory EMC333
333  EMC3, where EMC3 is the cubic mixed equivalent
single layer theory introduced by Carrera in his works.
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^ z : comparison
Fig. 13. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
666
between the exact 3D and LM555
and LM888
theories (class II).
666 ; LM777
999
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ z : comparison
Fig. 15. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
776
between the exact 3D and LM774
and LM778
theories (class III).
443 ; LM444
445
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zx : comparison
Fig. 14. Test case 1. Non-dimensional out-of-plane shear stress r
666
between the exact 3D and LM555
and LM888
theories (class II).
666 ; LM777
999
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zx : comparison
Fig. 16. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse shear stress r
776
between the exact 3D and LM774
and LM778
theories (class III).
443 ; LM444
445
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

Table 1
Test case 1. Class III. Out-of-plane displacement and stresses
m ¼ n ¼ 1; b ¼ a
a
h

¼ 4; z=h ¼ 14

Exact 3D
LM772
442
LM774
444
LM775
445
LM777
447
LM779
449

^z
u

r^ zx

r^ zz

2.08755
2.08774
2.08744
2.08744
2.08744
2.08744

0.09414
0.09419
0.09421
0.09421
0.09421
0.09421

0.79428
0.78075
0.79404
0.79425
0.79425
0.79427

Comparison between the exact solution and different theories. The stresses are
calculated a priori.

ries analyzed for the LW case). That is, theory EMCNNN
NNN has orders
of the stresses higher the orders of the displacements because
the stresses have a LW description whereas the displacements
do not.

 The oscillation problems may be alleviated, or even eliminated,
if the relative orders used for the displacements are increased.
See, for example the improvement of theory EMC222
555 , with
respect to theory EMC555
555 which has more DOFs (see Figs. 25–
28). However, an ‘‘excessive” reduction of the orders of the
stresses may lead to oscillation of the displacements (see class
II of theories).
 The class of theories introduced in the layerwise case can be
used to explain this behavior. In fact, for the layerwise case, it
has been shown that higher order of the stresses create the oscillation problem of the transverse stresses calculated a priori.
 The stresses calculated by integrating the indeﬁnite equilibrium
equations do not present in general problems. In fact, they are
calculated by using the derivatives of the displacements and
do not involve the stresses calculated a priori, which present
oscillations.4
4
If the order of the stresses is much smaller than the order of the displacements it
is possible to have oscillations of the displacements and this statement is no longer
true; see previous comments.
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^ zz : comparison
Fig. 17. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse normal stress r
776
between the exact 3D and LM774
and LM778
theories (class III).
443 ; LM444
445
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ z : comparison
Fig. 18. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
774
between the exact 3D and LM773
and LM775
theories (class III).
444 ; LM446
448
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

5. Third type of theories: equivalent single layer models with
Murakami’s zig-zag function

^ zx : comparison
Fig. 19. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse shear stress r
774
between the exact 3D and LM773
and LM775
theories (class III).
444 ; LM446
448
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison
Fig. 20. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse normal stress r
774
between the exact 3D and LM773
and LM775
theories (class III).
444 ; LM446
448
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

Table 2
Test case 1. Class IV. Out-of-plane displacement and stresses
m ¼ n ¼ 1; b ¼ a
a
h

ESL theories with zig-zag function present similar behavior.
Two types of theories are here presented: Reissner’s mixed variational theorem-based zig-zag theories (RZZT) and quasi-layerwise
Reissner’s mixed variational theorem-based zig-zag theories
(QLRZZT). Figs. 29 and 30 show oscillations of the stresses (calculated a priori). Decreasing the orders of the stresses may create
oscillation of the displacements. For example, theory EMZC222
555
(not shown for brevity) has very large oscillation of the
displacements.
6. Improvements of RHSDT by using Murakami’s zig-zag
function
It has been shown in the literature (see discussions in Part IV
and the references reported there) that it is more convenient to

¼ 4; z=h ¼ 14

Exact 3D
LM443
773
LM444
774
LM448
778

^z
u

r^ zx

r^ zz

2.08755
2.08763
2.08755
2.08755

0.09414
0.09417
0.09413
0.09413

0.79428
0.79460
0.79454
0.79426

Comparison between the exact solution and different theories. The stresses are
calculated a priori.

add a zig-zag term rather than increase the orders of expansion.
This is especially the case with low order theories.
The analysis should be extended to the case in which the orders
of expansions are different for the different variables. It has been
shown (see class of theories I–V) that in the layerwise case oscillations may occur and they are more severe if the orders of the
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^ zz : comparison
Fig. 21. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse normal stress r
446
between the exact 3D and LM444
and LM448
theories (class IV).
773 ; LM774
775
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison
Fig. 23. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse normal stress r
564
between the exact 3D and LM564
and LM568
theories (class V).
345 ; LM344
343
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ z : comparison
Fig. 22. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
445
between the exact 3D and LM443
774 and LM776 theories (class IV). a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ z : comparison
Fig. 24. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
564
between the exact 3D and LM564
and LM568
theories (class V).
345 ; LM344
343
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

displacements are in general higher than the orders of the stresses.
It has already shown that theory EMC222
555 is better than theory
EMC555
555 , which has more DOFs, and this is against the intuition that
more DOFs implies better accuracy. But suppose the goal is to improve the accuracy of the approximation in a generic equivalent
single layer theory. Is it convenient to increase the number of Degrees of Freedom by adding Murakami’s zig-zag function? According to the literature the answer is that it is convenient, especially in
the lower order case, to add the zig-zag function. It will be shown
that for the case in which the orders are different the answer is not
unique: the convenience depends also on the order of the stresses.
Also, the number of layers is important too, since the stresses and
displacements have layerwise and ESL descriptions respectively.
That is, increasing the number of layers is equivalent to an increase
in the orders of the stresses, while the orders of the displacements
do not change. This implies (see class I of theories for the LW case)
that the oscillations of the stresses can be important but also the
oscillations of the stresses should not be too severe.
We analyze a case in which the nominal orders used for the displacements are the same as the orders used for the stresses. The is-

sue of the different types of discretizations (LW for the stresses and
ESL for the displacements) is not considered. A theory with this
property would be, for example, EMC222
222 .
In literature (see for example, [20,21]) theories EMC1; EMC2
and EMC3 were analyzed and the corresponding zig-zag theories
obtained by adding Murakami’s zig-zag functions were also created: EMZC1; EMZC2; EMZC3. Several authors that worked on
Carrera’s Uniﬁed Formulation (see references reported in Part I
and IV) demonstrated that EMZC1 > EMC1, EMZC2 > EMC2;
EMZC3 > EMC3, where ‘‘>” means more accurate. Table 3 reports
the GUF notations for the same theories (the cases in which the
static condensation technique is used are considered; however,
as stated in Parts III and IV there is no numerical difference in the
ﬁnal results between the two methods unless a FEM approach is
used). Consider theory EMC1 (CUF is supposed to be used). Carrera
and others showed that theory EMZC1 is better. If GUF is used, the
111
same concept is expressed as EMZC222
111 > EMC111 . With Carrera’s
Uniﬁed Formulation there are no theories ‘‘between” these two.
But with the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation, this is not true.
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^ z : comparison
Fig. 25. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
555
222
between the exact 3D and EMC333
333 ; EMC555 and EMC555 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison between
Fig. 28. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse stress r
555
222
the exact 3D and EMC333
333 ; EMC555 and EMC555 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zx : comparison
Fig. 26. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse shear stress r
555
222
between the exact 3D and EMC333
333 ; EMC555 and EMC555 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ z : comparison
Fig. 29. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
555
between the exact 3D and EMZC333
333 and EMZC555 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison between
Fig. 27. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse stress r
555
222
the exact 3D and EMC333
333 ; EMC555 and EMC555 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison between
Fig. 30. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse stress r
555
the exact 3D and EMZC333
333 and EMZC555 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.
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Table 3
Two layered plate
CUF acronym

GUF acronym

Orders of expansions

ESL theories without zig-zag functions (RHSDT)
EMC1
EMC111
N ux ¼ N uy ¼ N uz ¼ 1; N sx ¼ N sy ¼ N sz ¼ 1
111
EMC2
EMC222
N ux ¼ N uy ¼ N uz ¼ 2; N sx ¼ N sy ¼ N sz ¼ 2
222
333
EMC3
EMC333
N ux ¼ N uy ¼ N uz ¼ 3; N sx ¼ N sy ¼ N sz ¼ 3
ESL theories with zig-zag functions (RZZT)
EMZC1
EMZC222
N ux ¼ N uy ¼ N uz ¼ 1; N sx ¼ N sy ¼ N sz ¼ 2
111
EMZC2
EMZC333
N ux ¼ N uy ¼ N uz ¼ 2; N sx ¼ N sy ¼ N sz ¼ 3
222
EMZC3
EMZC444
N ux ¼ N uy ¼ N uz ¼ 3; N sx ¼ N sy ¼ N sz ¼ 4
333
Carrera’s Uniﬁed Formulation and Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation notations for
some ESL and zig-zag theories.

For example, theory EMZC111
111 or many others can be obtained by
freely changing the orders of the stresses.
Figs. 31–33 show that it is convenient to introduce the zig-zag
function in all the displacement DOFs. It is also not convenient to
increase the order of the stresses. In fact, theory EMZC222
222 is more
accurate than EMZC333
.
These
ﬁndings
depend,
of
course,
on the
222
‘‘starting” theory. If the starting theory has an order of the stresses
much smaller than the order of the displacements, an increase of
the order used for the stresses is beneﬁcial as explained in the
LW case (class II of theories). Figs. 31–33 start with a situation of
equal order of the stresses and displacements in a two layered
structure. Comparison of Figs. 32 and 33 shows that in general
the integration of the indeﬁnite equilibrium equations gives better
performances than the stresses calculated a priori. This is true in
this case, where there are no oscillation of the displacements. It
is a common case, since the stresses have a LW description and
the displacements do not. So, unless the order of the stresses is
‘‘too low” and, thus, creating displacement oscillations, it is convenient to calculate the out-of-plane stresses by using the integration
of the indeﬁnite equilibrium equations. This is conﬁrmed by the
work of Carrera and Ciuffreda [23], which discusses mixed ESL theories and presents the out-of-plane stresses calculated by integrating the indeﬁnite equilibrium equations. The results presented in
Ref. [23] are very good and the reason, as explained in this paper,
is that the theories do not present oscillations of the displacements. These facts cannot be demonstrated unless GUF is used
and the orders of the stresses can be freely modiﬁed whereas the
orders of the displacements are kept ﬁxed. Fig. 34 shows that, for

^ zz : comparison between
Fig. 32. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse stress r
222
333
the exact 3D and EMC222
222 ; EMZC222 and EMZC222 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison between
Fig. 33. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse stress r
222
333
the exact 3D and EMC222
222 ; EMZC222 and EMZC222 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

the examined case, theory EMZC333
333 is more accurate than theory
EMZC444
333 , and Figs. 35 and 36 show that the integration of the
indeﬁnite equilibrium equations is better for the calculation of
the transverse stresses in the case of zig-zag theories. This is true,
in general, for all ESL, theories unless the displacements are not
well represented (oscillations).
7. Is it always convenient to improve RHSDT by using
Murakami’s zig-zag function?

^ z : comparison
Fig. 31. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
222
between the exact 3D and EMC222
and EMZC333
theories.
222 ; EMZC222
222
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

For a two-layered structure it has been shown that if the starting theories are of the type EMCNNN
NNN , the introduction of Murakami’s
zig-zag function is convenient provided that the orders of the
stresses are not modiﬁed or increased only by 1. But given a genNs N s Ns
eric RHSDT of the type EMCNuxx Nuyy Nuzz , is it always convenient to
add Murakami’s zig-zag functions? To answer this question, if
three DOFs (represented by Murakami’s zig-zag functions) are
222
added to theory EMC222
444 , theory EMZC444 is created. Theory
222
EMZC444 presents severe oscillations of the displacements (see
Fig. 37). Therefore, in this case, the addition of Murakami’s zigzag function is not convenient. In the pure LW case it has been
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^ z : comparison
Fig. 34. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
333
between the exact 3D and EMC333
and EMZC444
theories.
333 ; EMZC333
333
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison between
Fig. 36. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse stress r
333
444
the exact 3D and EMC333
333 ; EMZC333 and EMZC333 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ zz : comparison between
Fig. 35. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse stress r
333
444
the exact 3D and EMC333
333 ; EMZC333 and EMZC333 theories. a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

^ z : comparison
Fig. 37. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
222
222
222
between the exact 3D and EMC222
444 ; EMZC444 , EMZC443 and EMZC442 theories.
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

shown that the oscillations depend mainly on the orders of the
transverse displacement and normal stress. Therefore, a strategy
to ﬁx the problem is to reduce the order of the displacement uz
to closer approximation to the order used for the stress rzz . This
operation is done in Figs. 37 and 38, where theories EMZC222
443 and
EMZC222
442 do not present problems.

k
k
example, theory LM225
225 has (see Part II) ½DOFux ¼ ½DOFuy ¼
k
k
k
k
½DOFsx ¼ ½DOFsy ¼ 2 þ 1 ¼ 3; ½DOFuz ¼ ½DOFsz ¼ 5 þ 1 ¼ 6. Considering that test case II is a three-layered structures and that
the number of Degrees of Freedom per layer is the same and the
continuity of the displacements and stresses is enforced a priori
(see Part II) at the two interfaces, it is deduced that at multilayered
level:

8. Some results for future investigations

½DOFux ¼ ½DOFuy ¼ ½DOFsx ¼ ½DOFsy ¼ 7 ½DOFuz ¼ ½DOFsz ¼ 16
After demonstrating the properties of the different theories and
an extensive numerical analysis, it is also useful, for FEM comparisons or for the development of new theories, to compare several
different theories. Test case II will be used. Table 4 compares different layerwise theories. The orders of the out-of-plane normal stress
and displacement are the same. Therefore, there are no oscillations.
Table 5 reports the out-of-plane stresses calculated by either using
classical form of Hooke’s law or integrating the indeﬁnite equilibrium equations or from the model a priori. The total number of
DOFs is also reported. It is indicated by DOF and calculated considering that the Static Condensation Technique is performed. For

ð6Þ
If the static condensation was not applied, DOF ¼ ½DOFux þ
½DOFuy þ ½DOFuz þ ½DOFsx þ ½DOFsy þ ½DOFsz ¼ 60 and the theory
would be indicated as LMF 225
225 . However, in this case the SCT is performed. Therefore, only the DOFs relative to the displacements have
to be considered. Thus, DOF ¼ ½DOFux þ ½DOFuy þ ½DOFuz ¼ 30. Now
consider an example involving an ESL theory without MZZF and
with static condensation performed: EMC225
225 . In this case

½DOFux ¼ ½DOFuy ¼ 3 ½DOFuz ¼ 6

ð7Þ
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Table 5
Test case 2
m ¼ n ¼ 1; b ¼ a
a
h

^ z : comparison
Fig. 38. Test case 1. Non-dimensional transverse displacement u
222
between the exact 3D and EMC222
and EMZC222
theories.
444 ; EMZC443
442
a=h ¼ 4; m ¼ n ¼ 1.

Table 4
Test case 2

¼ 4; z=h ¼

r^ zy

r^ zz

.23238

.05697

.93454

Layerwise theories
LM555
555 ðHookeÞ
LM555
555 ðind equilÞ
LM555
555 ða prioriÞ
LM225
225 ðHookeÞ
LM225
225 ðind equilÞ
LM225
225 ða prioriÞ
LM335
335 ðHookeÞ
LM335
335 ðind equilÞ
LM335
335 ða prioriÞ
LM445
445 ðHookeÞ
LM445
445 ðind equilÞ
LM445
445 ða prioriÞ
LM552
552 ðHookeÞ
LM552
552 ðind equilÞ
LM552
552 ða prioriÞ
LM553
553 ðHookeÞ
LM553
553 ðind equilÞ
LM553
553 ða prioriÞ
LM554
554 ðHookeÞ
LM554
554 ðind equilÞ
LM554
554 ða prioriÞ

.23237
.23238
.23238
.20748
.23386
.21936
.23341
.23234
.23271
.23263
.23237
.23250
.23237
.23191
.23237
.23238
.23235
.23238
.23237
.23238
.23238

.05697
.05697
.05697
.05293
.05701
.05171
.05707
.05697
.05699
.05699
.05697
.05699
.05697
.05659
.05697
.05698
.05695
.05698
.05697
.05698
.05697

.93440
.93454
.93454
.93439
.94486
.93439
.93457
.93434
.93457
.93454
.93460
.93454
.77128
.93453
.92653
.96352
.93454
.93464
.93561
.93454
.93460

DOF

48
48
48
30
30
30
36
36
36
42
42
42
39
39
39
42
42
42
45
45
45

3
8

^x
u

^y
u

^z
u

r^ xx

r^ yy

r^ xy

.00299

.02024

2.44749

.26948

.08088

.03649

Layerwise theories
LM555
.00299
555
LM225
.00291
225
LM335
.00298
335
LM445
.00299
445
LM552
.00299
552
553
LM553
.00299
554
LM554
.00299

.02024
.02022
.02024
.02024
.02024
.02024
.02024

2.44749
2.44394
2.44748
2.44749
2.44758
2.44750
2.44749

.26948
.26330
.26916
.26951
.26934
.26948
.26948

.08088
.08074
.08088
.08088
.08076
.08088
.08088

.03649
.03632
.03648
.03649
.03649
.03649
.03649

Exact 3D

r^ zx
Exact 3D

Non-dimensional out-of-plane stresses. Comparison between the exact solution
and different layerwise theories.

m ¼ n ¼ 1; b ¼ a
a
h

¼ 4; z=h ¼ 38

DOF

48
30
36
42
39
42
45

Non-dimensional displacements and in-plane stresses. Comparison between the
exact solution and different layerwise theories. The stresses have been calculated
using MFHL.

Thus, DOF ¼ 12. If this was the zig-zag theory EMZC225
225 then the
Degrees of Freedom required for MZZFs would have been three.
Therefore, DOF ¼ 12 þ 3 ¼ 15. Table 6 reports the displacements
and in-plane stresses calculated by using RHSDT. Table 7 contains
the out-of-plane stresses calculated by using RHSDT. Finally, Tables
8 and 9 present the results for the same theories as in Tables 6 and 7
where Murakami’s zig-zag functions are added. The superiority of
the zig-zag theories is conﬁrmed. For example, theory EMC335
335 gives
^ z ¼ 2:36947 (see Table 6) whereas, the corresponding zig-zag theu
^
ory EMZC335
335 gives uz ¼ 2:44161 (see Table 8) which is closer to the
^ z ¼ 2:44749Þ. The better performances of the zig-zag
exact value ðu
theories are conﬁrmed in the calculation of the stresses. For exam^
ple, theory EMC225
225 gives rzx ¼ 0:17878 (see Table 7), whereas the
^
corresponding theory EMZC225
225 gives rzx ¼ 0:23536 (see Table 9),
^ zx ¼ 0:23238.
which is closer to the exact value r
9. Extension and future work
An extensive numerical study was performed in this work. Layerwise and equivalent single layer theories have been assessed. It
has been demonstrated that the relative orders of the stress rzz
and the displacement uz are fundamental in the numerical performances of mixed theories based on RMVT. This property should be

Table 6
Test case 2
m ¼ n ¼ 1; b ¼ a
a
h

¼ 4; z=h ¼ 38
^x
u

^y
u

^z
u

r^ xx

r^ yy

r^ xy

.00299

.02024

2.44749

.26948

.08088

.03649

ESL theories without zig-zag functions (RHSDT)
EMC555
.00282 .02019 2.38665 .23909
555
EMC225
.00427 .01542 1.86062 .34582
225
EMC335
.00266 .02034 2.36947 .22530
335
EMC445
.00269 .02029 2.35663 .22765
445
552
EMC552
.00281 .02002 2.34949 .25390
553
EMC553
.00282 .02007 2.35840 .25991
554
EMC554
.00279 .02015 2.37160 .26445

.06701
.04995
.06631
.06615
.07878
.08325
.08889

.03613
.03093
.03611
.03610
.03587
.03595
.03603

Exact 3D

NDOF

18
12
14
16
15
16
17

Non-dimensional displacements and in-plane stresses. Comparison between the
exact solution and different higher order theories. The stresses have been calculated
using MFHL.

Table 7
Test case 2
m ¼ n ¼ 1; b ¼ a
a
h

¼ 4; z=h ¼ 38

r^ zx

r^ zy

r^ zz

.23238

.05697

.93454

ESL theories without zig-zag functions (RHSDT)
EMC555
.22604
.05224
555 ðind equilÞ
EMC225
.17878
.04004
225 ðind equilÞ
EMC335
.21747
.05217
335 ðind equilÞ
EMC445
.21759
.05204
445 ðind equilÞ
EMC552
.23411
.06137
552 ðind equilÞ
EMC553
.22760
.05500
553 ðind equilÞ
554
EMC554 ðind equilÞ
.22433
.05176

.94911
.86752
.96723
.95760
.94530
.94814
.95115

Exact 3D

NDOF

18
12
14
16
15
16
17

Non-dimensional out-of-plane stresses. Comparison between the exact solution
and different higher order theories.
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Table 8
Test case 2
m ¼ n ¼ 1; b ¼ a
a
h

¼ 4; z=h ¼ 38

Exact 3D

^x
u

^y
u

^z
u

r^ xx

r^ yy

r^ xy

.00299

.02024

2.44749

.26948

.08088

.03649

(RZZT)
2.44408
2.39921
2.44161
2.44067
2.43071
2.43007
2.44408

.27260
.30315
.26844
.27143
.25378
.25790
.27282

.08423
.08899
.08396
.08446
.06710
.07036
.08441

.03649
.03735
.03637
.03653
.03643
.03640
.03649

ESL theories with zig-zag functions
EMZC555
.00298 .02025
555
.00330 .02048
EMZC225
225
335
EMZC335
.00292 .02023
445
EMZC445
.00296 .02030
552
EMZC552
.00300 .02019
553
EMZC553
.00300 .02017
EMZC554
.00298 .02025
554

NDOF

21
15
17
19
18
19
20

Displacements and in-plane stresses. Comparison between the exact solution and
different zig-zag theories. The stresses have been calculated using MFHL.

Table 9
Test case 2
m ¼ n ¼ 1; b ¼ a
a
h

¼ 4; z=h ¼ 38

Exact 3D

r^ zx

r^ zy

r^ zz

.23238

.05697

.93454

.05691
.05711
.05695
.05706
.06225
.06174
.05694

.93542
.90630
.93794
.93512
.93222
.93236
.93543

ESL theories with zig-zag functions (RZZT)
EMZC555
.23311
555 ðind equilÞ
EMZC225
.23536
225 ðind equilÞ
EMZC335
.23374
335 ðind equilÞ
EMZC445
.23443
445 ðind equilÞ
EMZC552
.23898
552 ðind equilÞ
EMZC553
.23834
553 ðind equilÞ
554
EMZC554 ðind equilÞ
.23314

NDOF

21
15
17
19
18
19
20

Non-dimensional out-of-plane stresses. Comparison between the exact solution
and different zig-zag theories.

investigated more in detail, focusing on different geometries,
boundary conditions and applied loads. Another study, even more
important, would be to verify whether in the RMVT multiﬁeld
cases (see discussion in Ref. [24]) the numerical performances
are stable. In case this answer is negative it is of fundamental
importance to understand what the conditions are that improve
the convergence. FEM applications should also be explored and
new numerical techniques, based on the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation, could be developed. Other mixed variational statements
should also be analyzed using the capability offered by the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation.
10. Conclusions
Parts I, II, III, IV and V introduced a very large amount of mixed
theories based on Reissner’s Mixed Variational Theorem and the
Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation. In particular, Part I presented,
for the ﬁrst time in the literature, the theoretical aspects and the
governing equations. Part I also showed the fundamental nuclei
or kernels from which all theories are generated. The main property of these kernels is that they are invariant with respect to the
orders used in the expansion of the displacements and transverse
stresses along the thickness. This is extremely important because
it means that a single code and formal derivation allow the writing
of layerwise theories, higher order shear deformation theories and
zig-zag theories. The user can freely decide the type of theory (e.g.,
layerwise or zig-zag theories) and the orders used in the expansions. Thus, a code based on the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation
can be fast (less terms can be used in the expansions of the un-

15

knowns) when the case under investigation is less demanding
and the software can be very accurate (layerwise models with high
orders used for the unknowns) when the problem is very challenging and the accuracy is more important than the CPU time. Part II
showed the peculiarity of layerwise theories. In particular, it demonstrated that the assembling in the thickness direction is particularly important in the a priori imposition of both the compatibility
of the displacements and equilibrium of the transverse stresses.
The method of generating layerwise theories was also explained
with examples. Part III used the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation
to introduce mixed higher order shear deformation theories, which
have the advantage of being computationally less expensive than
the corresponding layerwise theories. However, they are less accurate. Part III focused on the differences between the layerwise case
and the equivalent single layer case. Part IV extended the study to
the case of higher order zig-zag theories. In particular, the so called
zig-zag form of the displacements was introduced by adopting
Murakami’s zig-zag function. Finally, Part V assessed several theories obtained by the usage of the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation.
Several classes of layerwise theories were introduced. It was
shown that when the orders of the stresses are higher than the orders of the displacements then there may be oscillations of the
stresses, which are calculated a priori. On the contrary, when the
displacements have larger orders with respect to the orders used
for the stresses, there may be severe oscillations of the displacements. The key strategy to eliminate these problems is to use the
same orders for both the stress rzz and the displacement uz . The
generality of this ‘‘recipe” should be investigated more in future
works. These classes of theories are also used to explain why the
mixed equivalent single layer theories presented problems in the
calculation of the stresses a priori. It is demonstrated that reducing
the orders of the stresses may improve the numerical calculation of
the transverse stresses (calculated a priori) for the equivalent single layer case. For the equivalent single layer case it is also shown
that the stresses calculated by integration of the indeﬁnite equilibrium equations do not present in general problems unless the order of the stresses is to small compared to the order of the
displacements. In such case the displacements present oscillations
and, therefore, the calculation of the stresses integrating the indefinite equilibrium equations is not accurate.
Several zig-zag theories are also studied. It is not always convenient to add Murakami’s zig-zag function. The starting theory, ‘‘improved” with the zig-zag functions is determinant in the ﬁnal
evaluation of the convenience of the addition of Murakami’s zigzag functions. This is a new ﬁnding, which complements what
was already done in the literature for theories with the same orders for all displacements and stresses. In the case of theories with
the same orders used for stresses and displacements Murakami’s
zig-zag function improves the results in any case.
Finally, in the cases with same orders used for the stress rzz and
the displacement uz , a series of new test cases for future assessments of FEM codes or theories is presented.
The author has already extended the concepts of this work to
the cases of displacement-based zig-zag theories, higher order
shear deformation theories and layerwise theories. The fundamental kernels are only 6 (instead of 13) but the concepts are the same.
The only difference is in the fact that the stresses are not modeled a
priori. The displacement-based cases appear to be numerically
more stable. The validity of this property in the multiﬁeld problems (see [24]) has not been investigated and this is an interesting
possible future study.
The author encourages the extension of this work to thermoelastic problems and multilayered composite plates embedding
piezo-layers. For these cases, the Generalized Uniﬁed Formulation
can be applied without difﬁculties and, of course, the number
of independent fundamental kernels (matrices 1  1) used to
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generate the inﬁnite number of theories will be different than the
cases analyzed in this work. Many future possibilities for extensions of this work, involving other mixed variational statements,
are possible.
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